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MANDARIN ORIENTAL RITZ, MADRID – GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

Mandarin Oriental Ritz, Madrid is a luxury Belle Époque palace located in the famous 

Golden Triangle of Art in Madrid. For over 110 years, the hotel has hosted royalty, 

dignitaries and distinguished guests from around the world and this spectacular property is 

the epitome of luxury and excellence.  

 

After completing the largest renovation in the building’s history, the original Hotel Ritz, 

Madrid reopened as Mandarin Oriental Ritz, Madrid on 15 April 2021. Renowned Spanish 

architect, Rafael de La-Hoz, and internationally acclaimed French designers, Gilles & 

Boissier, collaborated on the project, restoring the hotel with careful skill, resulting in the 

finest accommodation in the city. 

 

With 100 elegantly designed rooms and 53 spacious suites, the hotel offers a choice of 

accommodation ranging in size from 29sqm - 188sqm. Spread over the top six floors of the 

hotel and designed by Paris-based studio Gilles & Boissier, all décor exudes a classic, 

contemporary feel with a soothing colour palette, luxurious fabrics and modern design 

accents. Views stretch out over the city, with many rooms and suites overlooking the Prado 

Museum. 

 

The recent renovation has introduced two new Mandarin & Ritz Suites, located in the turrets, 

of the top floor. These, along with the Presidential and Royal Suites, provide the most 

exclusive accommodation available in Madrid. 

 

As a gastronomic destination, the hotel has cemented its reputation for excellence through its 

collaboration on each of its five dining outlets with esteemed Spanish chef Quique Dacosta. 

Chef Dacosta was previously awarded five Michelin stars for two of his restaurants and is 

widely regarded as one of the most exciting chefs working in Europe today. 
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Deessa, the hotel’s signature restaurant offers guests the chance to explore mouth-watering 

flavours in the striking setting of the Alfonso XIII room or for a truly special experience, to 

take a seat in the unique Show Kitchen. During the summer months, the restaurant opens out 

onto the terrace, to make the most of Madrid’s inviting climate. 

 

Set underneath a stunning glass domed ceiling, Palm Court offers two alternative dining 

destinations. Serving continental breakfasts, light lunch plates, Afternoon Tea and light 

evening dinner menus, Hall Alto acts as a meeting place for guests and visitors alike. The 

hotel’s second main restaurant is located in Hall Bajo, a relaxed bistro concept where diners 

can enjoy classic Ritz dishes served with a contemporary twist. 

 

Pictura, the hotel’s bar, provides a luxurious experience, serving an extensive cocktail menu 

alongside tapas and a choice of artisanal beers. In addition, guests can enjoy the refined 

atmosphere of the Champagne Bar, situated near Hall Bajo, or head outside to make the most 

of the El Jardín del Ritz. Serving al fresco drinks and seasonal relaxed dining, it has its own 

outdoor bar with a menu also designed by Dacosta. 

 

The hotel also provides a choice of meeting and banqueting facilities suited to both business 

and leisure events and offers Mandarin Oriental’s signature Mindful Meetings concept.  

 

A new state-of-the-art wellness centre provides guests with an escape from urban life, 

focusing on their wellbeing with a new indoor swimming pool, a vitality pool, experience 

showers, a complete fitness centre and a treatment room to restore mind, body and soul. 

 

As with all Mandarin Oriental properties, Mandarin Oriental Ritz, Madrid has its own unique 

antique signature ‘fan’ which is proudly showcased in the hotel’s lobby. 
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For further information, please contact: 

Mandarin Oriental Ritz, Madrid 

Bel Natividad Millas (bnatividad@mohg.com ) 

Director of Marketing & Communication 

Tel: +34 91 7016767 

 

mandarinoriental.com/madrid 
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